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A conceptual framework for explaining drug addiction

Nick Heather
Centre forAlcohol and Drug Studies, Newcastle City Health NHS Trust, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.

The aim of this paper is to describe a conceptual framework of questions which an adequate theory of drug
addiction must attempt to answer. First, a satisfactory definition of addiction is sought and it is concluded
that it is best defined by repeated failures to refrain from drug use despite prior resolutions to do so. This
definition is consistent with views of addiction that see decision-making, ambivalence and conflict as central
features of the addict’s behaviour and experience. On this basis, a three-level framework of required
explanation is set out, consisting of (1) the level of neuroadaptation, (2) the level of desire for drugs and (3) the
level of ’akrasia’or failures of resolve. The crucial argument is made that explanatory concepts used at the ’lower’
levels in this framework can never be held to be sufficient as explanations at higher levels, i.e. the postulation of
additional determinants is always required at Levels 2 and 3. In particular, it is a failure to address problems at
the highest level in the framework that marks the inadequacy of most existing theories of addiction. The paper
concludes by considering the relevance of the ideas presented to the concept of ’compulsive drug use’ and
concludes that this concept is no longer useful in the explanation of addiction.

Key words: compulsive drug use; definition; drug addiction; reductionism; theory

Introduction

This paper attempts to provide a conceptual framework in
terms of which drug addiction must be explained. The aims are
to point to sets of questions regarding addiction which a
scientific account of the phenomenon should attempt to

answer and to examine the logical relationships between

those sets of questions. There will be no attempt here to
provide answers to these questions and no presentation of
empirical data bearing on them; the task in hand is merely one
of definition and clarification.
A further restriction to the aims of this paper is that it will be

concerned only with what is conventionally known as drug
dependence or drug addiction. There are clearly examples of
problem drug use which do not involve dependence or

addiction--for example, when someone drives a car on an
isolated occasion with a blood-alcohol concentration over the

legally prescribed limit. That is a legal problem and may also
lead to health, occupational, financial, interpersonal and other
types of problem. But it is not an addiction problem and an
explanation for its occurrence must be sought in psychological
and/or social terms which are not of concern here.
There have been differences in the literature in how the

terms, dependence and addiction have been used. For example,
addiction has been used to refer to the presence of a

neurophysiological state giving rise to acquired tolerance and
withdrawal phenomena, while dependence has been used to
indicate that such an underlying state may not necessarily be
present (Eddy et al., 1965). However, for reasons which will
hopefully become clear, there is no need to retain such a

distinction. I will use ’addiction’ as referring to those forms of

problem drug use that are conventionally called either

addiction or dependence. The relationship of drug addiction
to the term ’compulsive drug use’ will also be explored.

A definition of addiction

How, then, should addiction be defined? Various answers have
been proposed down the years, including the presence of
increased tissue tolerance, withdrawal and ’loss of control’

(Jellinek, 1960), a ’compulsion to take a drug on a periodic or
continuous basis’ (World Health Organization, 1969, 1979)
and a difficulty in refraining from a substance or activity
accompanied by negative affect experienced in its absence

(Russell, 1976). A major advance was made by Edwards et al.
(1982) in their insistence that dependence (or, for present
purposes, addiction) should be regarded as referring to

behaviour and not to a physical or subjective state. A

definition of drug addiction as repeated use of a substance
despite awareness of resultant harm comes closest to a

satisfactory definition but is still not fully satisfactory.
Logically, addiction can be defined in any way the definer

thinks fit; the crucial issue is how useful the definition is for
specific purposes. The most relevant purpose is surely the
development of an adequate scientific understanding of

repeated, harmful drug use. Hence, the starting point for a
satisfactory definition of addiction must be the question, what
is the central problem we wish to address by the use of the
term? When we say that someone is addicted to something-
say, smoking cigarettes-we clearly wish to refer to some
problem inherent in their smoking behaviour. But what exactly
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is the nature of that problem? How shall we isolate and define
it? Put this way, the search for a satisfactory definition of
addiction involves an analysis of the usage of the term in
everyday language.
As argued elsewhere (Heather, 1994), I suggest that, in the

ordinary language, what we mean when we say that a person is
addicted to a substance or activity is that they have resolved
and attempted, probably on frequent occasions, to desist from
the activity in question, or at least to significantly reduce it, but
have repeatedly returned to it. The essence of addiction is not
so much difficulty in refraining as a demonstrated failure to
have refrained from it despite having attempted to do so. And
it is not merely an awareness of harm that is necessary to the
definition but an unsuccessful effort to reduce that harm. Thus
when we attribute addiction to someone it is because they, in
some sense, have complained about their own behaviour. They
have complained that their behaviour is, again in some sense,
not fully within their voluntary control. This kind of definition
is consistent with a longer tradition in thinking about
addiction that began in the late eighteenth century with

Benjamin Rush’s idea that it was ’a disease of the will’. Rush’s
characterization of addiction is, of course, unappealing to
modern minds but it does at least give the sense of the addicted
person’s central predicament.
Note too that such a definition is fully consistent with a view

of addiction that sees decision-making, ambivalence and
conflict as central explanatory concepts-in Orford’s (1985)
words ’the hallmark of excessive appetitive experience’ (p.4).
Addicts are clearly prey to some kind of opposing responses,
motivations or other sorts of process that both impel them
towards and away from a drug or activity. If this were not the
case, there would be no problem and no need for a special term
like addiction. But what is essential to note here is that the
addict’s conflict is not one in which the opposing forces act
simultaneously but rather entails a conflict over time. At one
point in time, they resolve to desist from drug-taking, only
later to breach that resolve and engage in it.
The work of George Ainslie (1975, 1992) is an attempt to

explain this puzzling feature of the addict’s behaviour (and of
many other kinds of everyday behaviour too). Ainslie begins
with the observation that organisms show a tendency to prefer
the poorer but earlier of two rewards. He explains this

discounting of future rewards by assuming that curves for
delay of reward (reinforcement, utility) are hyperbolic in kind
(i.e. highly concave) and that the curves for small-early and
late-large rewards therefore cross in favour of the earlier
reward as it is approached in time (see Ainslie, 1992, Chapter
3). Human beings compensate for the tendency for such
irrational preferences by strategically adjusting their behaviour
in anticipation of their own future motivational states but in
the case of addiction there has evidently been a failure to make
these behavioural adjustments. Readers interested in Ainslie’s
(1975, 1992) account of human irrationality in general and
addiction in particular, which is far richer than it has been

possible to convey here, should consult the original sources.
A frequently-encountered objection to the sort of definition

of addiction being proposed is that it excludes the behaviour of
someone who engages heavily in drug consumption, perhaps
with harmful consequences obvious to others, but who makes
no complaint about it - say, the excessive alcohol consumer

who claims to be quite happy with his or her heavy-drinking
lifestyle. It is true that the definition excludes this behaviour
but for very good reasons. First, the person’s nervous system
may be deeply adapted to the presence of alcohol in the
bloodstream and they may experience craving for a drink
following a period of abstinence. But unless they have

attempted to quit drinking or cut it down we would never
know whether or not any difficulty would be experienced or
whether, in other words, there was a problem with drinking
that needed to be remedied. More generally, where a behaviour
does not involve an attempt to refrain from it, there is no need
for a concept of addiction. If, for example, heavy drinking
never involved unsuccessful attempts at restraint, the modern
concept of addiction or dependence would not have been
necessary or, at least, would have retained its original, pre-
nineteenth century meaning as merely ’given over’ to some-
thing. It is only because it frequently does involve such

conflicting tendencies that the concept of alcohol addiction
evolved. Thus, from the present perspective, to apply the
concept of addiction to the heavy drinking example in question
is meaningless and there is no such thing as ’the happy addict’.

Three levels of explanation for addiction

Having arrived at a definition of addiction, I wish now to
consider the promised framework by which addiction may be
explained. There are three levels to this framework, represent-
ing three questions, or groups of question, which a satisfactory
theory of addiction must answer (see Fig. 1).
At the ’lowest’ level in this explanatory scheme are questions

concerning the way in which the nervous system adapts to
repeated ingestion of certain drugs. The more general task here
is to account for the long-term effects produced by psychoac-
tive substances on nervous tissue and the workings of the
brain, either for addictive drugs in general or for each drug or
class of drugs separately. The adaptive changes referred to here
were previously known as ’physical dependence’ but the term
’neuroadaptation’ should now be preferred to avoid confusion
with other levels of discourse (Edwards et al., 1982). In
addition to acquired neuroadaptations, there may well be pre-
existent differences in the neural response to drugs, most
probably due to genetic mechanisms (see, e.g. Begleiter and
Kissin, 1995), that require explanation at this level.
At the middle level in the framework are issues related to

reports by drug users of abnormal desires to use and feel the
effects of psychoactive drugs. I have used the more general
term ’desire’ in Fig. 1 rather than ’craving’ because it has been
suggested that the latter should be reserved for reports of
intense longing to use a substance and not for ’all disposi-
tions... to use the addictive substance’ (Kozlowski and

Wilkinson, 1987, p.31). Nevertheless, the desire in question
should be considered stronger than an ordinary, everyday
inclination to do something.
The prominence of desires to use drugs in the suggested

framework assumes, of course, that such desires (cravings,
urges) are an essential feature of addiction. Tiffany (1990) has
challenged this assumption, arguing that drug urges are

responses linked to non-automatic cognitive processes acti-
vated in parallel with drug-use action schemata, either in
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Figure 1 Three levels of explanation for an adequate theory of
addiction

support of such schemata or of attempts to block their
execution. In this view, drug urges are epiphenomenal and not
necessary for the production of drug use in ongoing addicts or
responsible for relapse in abstinent individuals. In contrast to
this, as part of their incentive sensitization theory of addiction,
Robinson and Berridge (1993) have proposed that the process
by which the neural system responsible for attributing
incentive salience becomes sensitized to drug-related stimuli
need not be available to consciousness; in these terms, craving
for drugs is a necessary condition for repeated harmful drug
use or relapse to drug-taking but awareness of this craving is
not necessary for their occurrence. It will not be possible to
resolve this issue here. It is merely noted that, if correct,

Tiffany’s view would invalidate the usefulness of the explana-
tory framework being proposed here but that the framework is
perfectly consistent with Robinson and Berridge’s theory.
My main concern, however, is to look at the relationship

between this level of explanation and the ’lower’ level of

neuroadaptation or pre-existent differences in neural response
to drugs. In particular, is a high degree of neuroadaptation
either necessary and/or sufficient for drug desires to occur?
The answer is that it may or may not be necessary, the decision

resting on how one explains so-called ’addictive behaviours’
(i.e. behaviours which appear similar to drug addictions

without involving the ingestion of any substance) and whether
or not these behaviours are associated with changes to the
nervous system that resemble those occurring in drug
addictions. What is more certain, though, is that high levels
of neuroadaptation are not sufficient for drug desires to be
experienced. The simplest illustration of this is the well-known

phenomenon of hospital patients who have received frequent
injections of opioids to relieve pain without reporting any
desire to continue using these drugs on discharge from hospital
(Lindesmith, 1968; Zinberg, 1974). More generally, there

would now be wide agreement among students of addiction
that whether or not desire for drugs is experienced and how
intensely depends very much on set and setting (Zinberg,
1984).
The third and ’highest’ explanatory level refers to the central

problem already employed to derive a definition of addic-
tion-the problem that the habitual drug user persistently
resolves to give up using drugs but repeatedly breaks this
resolve and returns to using them. I have used the Greek word
’akrasia’ to refer to this problem because it is the term Aristotle
used to describe a more general puzzle in human behaviour
which modern philosophers (e.g. Davidson, 1969) have simply
called weakness of will. Unfortunately, ’weakness of will’ is
liable to arouse so many misunderstandings that it is advisable
to use another term.

It is this level that is crucial to any satisfactory explanation
of addiction and the level which the lower levels of explanation
subserve. In other words, no adequate theory of addiction can
rest at the lower levels without also attempting to explain why
it is that drug users continue to break resolutions, made to
themselves and to others, not to return to using drugs. Put
another way, an adequate theory of addiction must explain, in
addition to why addicts keep returning to drug use, why they
sometimes succeed, either temporarily or permanently, in

refraining from it. It is precisely a failure to address this level
of explanation that makes most existing theories of addiction
inadequate.
As with the relationship between the two lower levels, it

should be noted that a high level of drug desire may or may
not be necessary for akrasia to occur but that it is certainly not
sufficient for it to occur. This is proved, as implied above, by
the simple fact that people sometimes do succeed in

permanently abandoning their addictive drug or activity
despite intense craving. So other influences on the addict’s
decisional processes must be involved. This lack of logical
sufficiency at two places in the explanatory framework is also a
way of demonstrating the fallacy of reductionist theories of
addiction.
As already implied, there has in the history of addiction

studies been an almost complete failure to address this crucial
problem. The main contributions to its understanding have
come from philosophers and, surprisingly perhaps, from
economists (see Heather, 1994). The reasons for neglect by
behavioural scientists could be speculated upon and probably
involve socio-legal difficulties in admitting that addiction
involves some kind of choice by the addict or limited views on
what behavioural science can and should address. Suffice it to

say here that the most interesting account of akrasia at present
is to be found in the work of Ainslie (1975, 1992) in terms of
what is known as temporal preference theory.
Another consequence of the explanatory framework is that

dependence on a drug or activity can be considered to exist at
any of the three levels. It can also be argued, however, that the
term dependence becomes redundant in this scheme, since the
elements that make up what was previously called dependence
can be specified more precisely. It has already been argued that
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’physical dependence’ should be abandoned in favour of

’neuroadaptation’ to avoid confusion and the same reasoning
applies to the other two levels also. However, it is necessary to
retain a simple way of referring to the general area of concern
and ’addiction’ is perfectly adequate for this purpose. Since the
beginning of interest in ’addictive behaviours’, it is less likely
that addiction will be confused with a purely neurophysiolo-
gical phenomenon and more likely that it will be seen to refer
to the central problem in the drug user’s behaviour that is the
focus of this paper.

Compulsive drug use
This paper ends by considering how the concept of ’compulsive
drug use’ fits in with the ideas presented here. To anticipate the
conclusion, it is that the language of compulsion is no longer
useful in thinking about addiction as defined.
As indicated previously, the most significant shift in thinking

about addiction over the past few years has been its increasing
characterization as an essentially motivational issue, as centrally
involving conflict, ambivalence and decisional processes. This is
shown in many ways, not least by the expanding popularity among
addiction counsellors of the techniques of ’motivational inter-
viewing’ (Miller and Rollnick, 1991). A recent multi-centre

treatment trial in the United States, of huge proportions, has
discovered that a four-session treatment programme based on

motivational interviewing is no less effective in helping problem
drinkers at all levels of severity of problems than a 12-session
programme of cognitive-behavioural therapy or a 12-session

Twelve-step Facilitation programme (Project MATCH Research
Group, 1997).
The drawback of the language of compulsion is that it tends

to obscure this advance in thinking about addiction.

Presumably, the notion that drug users are compelled to take
drugs arises from their reports that they feel unable to resist
doing so - they can’t stop using drugs. But what sense of
’can’t’ is being used here? If you ask someone to a party and
they reply that they can’t come, they presumably mean that
other commitments, duties, obligations etc. prevent them from
coming. They do not mean that they are physically unable to
attend or, with any useful meaning, that they experience a
compulsion to do something else. They mean that, given the
prevailing circumstances they feel obliged to choose, perhaps
very reluctantly, not to come. This is surely what drug users
mean when they say they can’t resist taking drugs. However
painful or difficult it may be to choose not to take them, this
remains nevertheless a possible option and one which addicts
do sometimes choose and maintain. It is recognized that more
sophisticated models of compulsive drug use may allow for
decisional processes to play a part but this cannot escape
consideration of the most appropriate and useful language to
describe the addict’s predicament.
The words we use to describe addiction are important, not

only for theory and research, but also for the wider image
through which the problem is perceived in society. For

example, it is presumably because they are able to rely on a
concept of addiction centred on a manifest withdrawal

syndrome that executives of tobacco companies are enabled
to affirm under oath that they believe tobacco smoking is not
addictive.

Davies (1992) has recently declared addiction to be a myth,
appearing to believe at places in his book that what is known
as addiction is nothing more than a series of causal

attributions made in special interpersonal situations and that
habitual, harmful drug use is a fully voluntary action like any
other normal behaviour. One of Davies’ main arguments is
that drug ’addicts’ do sometimes give up drugs and therefore
cannot be the automata suggested in the concepts of addiction
and compulsion. Now, to go from this to the conclusion that
habitual drug use is purely voluntary behaviour is clearly
absurd but the conclusion is only made at all possible by our
inappropriate use of the term compulsion and by the

layperson’s understanding of ’addiction’, whether they believe
it or not, as involving some automaton-like process. What is
needed is a way of articulating the difficulty habitual drug
users experience in changing their behaviour while at the same
time avoiding the implication that they have no choice in the
matter. Perhaps the explanatory framework proposed here can
assist this task.

Address for correspondence
N. Heather
Centre for Alcohol and Drug Studies,
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